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The Challenge of Analysis Operations
• How to scale CMS analysis operations from today’s
level of usage:
– A few hundred users
– No intense competition for resources
• To the future:
– Over a thousand active analysis users
– Distributed at some 50+ sites world-wide
– With increased competition for scarce
resources
• Need to reconsider the scalability of current
methods of:
– User support for analysis operations
– Monitoring tools
– Debugging/testing procedures
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Task Force
• In 2008 CMS created an Analysis Operations Task
Force to meet these challenges by:
– Evaluating the currently available job monitoring
tools - are they sufficient to enable us to
understand why jobs fail, failure rates etc.
– Evaluating the current user support techniques
– Developing tools and techniques to address issues
at sites and with users
– Getting direct feedback from users about their
experiences with the distributed computing
environment in a large experiment-wide USER
SURVEY
– Establishing “Reference Sites” with enhanced job
monitoring and validated data samples for
debugging user code problems
• This task Force reports to the CMS Integration
Program (I. Fisk and J. Hernandez)
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Current Analysis Support
Current model of analysis support is based on
the following elements which already exist:
• CRAB - the CMS analysis software, and its
development community
• CMS Dashboard for Job Monitoring - job reporting at
various stages of job submission, execution,
completion, with archived information.
• Education and Documentation - tutorials and
workbooks
• “Traditional” debugging support:
– CRAB Feedback mailing list, an informed user
community of experts and developers
• Data Placement with PhEDEx, the CMS data transfer
platform, according to needs of physics groups, but
also by supply and demand, managing of resources as
competition for them increases
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Evolution of Analysis Support
Several additional technical and management elements
(which we will review in the following slides) would
be useful as Analysis Support evolves to a larger
user community:
• Debugging support:
– Dedicated Analysis Ops Debugging Team
• Pro-actively find and debug problems
– Expert tracking of problems with ticketing system
(savannah) or other documentation (twiki) established but not heavily used for Analysis
Operations yet
– Reference Sites for debugging user code
– Real time job monitoring - WM Core DashBoard
Reporting and its extensions:
• Admin access to user log files, configuration
files etc.
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Evolution of Analysis Support
Additional technical and management elements,
continued …
• Metrics - to monitor and measure success (or
failure)
– Real time job monitoring, also useful for
admins!
– Other tools (Association Rule Mining)
• Integration and Development - someone to
interface between Analysis Ops and CRAB Software
developers, PhEDEx data transfers, Dashboard and
other monitoring developers, etc.
• Will review most of these functionalities in the
following slides.
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CMS Dashboard
• The CMS DashBoard is the current web interface to
job monitoring - dashboard.cern.ch
• Job reporting at various stages of job submission,
execution, completion, with exit codes for different
stages.
• Provides an archive of the outcome of CRAB analysis
and other activities, such as Monte Carlo production
• DashBoard does not provide access to user’s log
files - useful for debugging:
– User (and admin!) feedback is that this
functionality would be very useful
– Detailed debugging information at the “Reference
sites” - site level job information
– Various ideas have been proposed to provide
access to log files either at the end of jobs or
even during the job execution (e.g. with CRAB
Server)
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CMS Dashboard
• Example: all analysis jobs from February 2009, by site:
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Real-time Monitoring
• WM Core DashBoard API was developed to provide a
uniform reporting framework for all types of CMS
jobs (analysis, production, etc.) to the DashBoard
• Not yet implemented in CRAB, soon?
• API can also be used to collect real time monitoring
information from jobs and put it in a database,
including log file information…

Example of job
reporting
during CCRC 08
(2008 LHC data
challenge)
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Other Tools
ASSOCIATION RULE DATA MINING
• Data Mining based on combinations of attributes:
dataset, user, site, CE, etc.
• Look for significantly high probability of a consequent
ERROR from those “rules”
• Rules with high confidence may alert us to a problem at
a site, or with a particular user’s code, dataset, e.g.
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Reference Sites
• A Reference Site is a site with enhanced job
monitoring capabilities to allow detailed debugging of
analysis jobs even as they are running (which is
generally not possible)
• Small standardized data samples, validated for each
version of the analysis software
• Fast queue for quick job turnaround
• Monitoring tool information available via a web
interface
• Subir Sarkar’s (INFN-Pisa) Job Monitoring software is
being deployed at several sites (Pisa, San Diego,
Fermilab, Belgium IIHE):
– Real-time monitoring
– Interfaces to LSF, PBS, CONDOR
– Access based on Grid Certificate, for privacy
– Admins can have broader access.
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Reference Platforms
• Example of the job monitor, with a CONDOR batch system
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Metrics
• Establish metrics to measure success or failure, alert to
problems; breakdown errors into categories
• Data Access errors:
– On Feb. 12th, the task force started Data Consistency Check
campaign
– Verify that physical disk and databases (TMDB, DBS) are
consistent
– Reduced data access errors to 1.4% that week
– Regular consistency checks are needed to sustain low error rates.

• StageOut of user data - need timeouts, alternative solutions
as in CMS Monte Carlo production system
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Metrics
• CPU, WallClock (WC) time success rates (79%) show
resources that are actually used successfully.
• Task Force investigated how situation can be
improved further by identifying and fixing
problems to increase the success rates.
• Real-time monitoring would be a useful enhancement
– No need to archive beyond a few days
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Examples of Analysis Operations
Examples of investigations, researching problems,
and identifying areas for improvement:

1. Looking at a single analysis task (same user,
same code, same dataset) running at different
sites to compare performance (metrics)
2. Identifying sources of wasted resources at a
particular site in detail
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Same Task at Different Sites
• CPU/WC efficiency of different parts of the same task
(same user, code, dataset) run at different sites
• Can identify data access inefficiencies or problems.

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

• Task Force worked with Dashboard developers to be able
to dump DashBoard DB and make different plots quickly,
can be useful for Analysis Ops team to develop metrics
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Compare Dashboard and Local Batch Accounting
• A detailed comparison of DashBoard CPU/WC usage
accounting compared to local batch system accounting
was done at one site.

• Found to be consistent, with only about ~10% of
consumed analysis resources not being reported to
the CMS DashBoard
– Presumably this is user code outside the
framework of CRAB (ntuple analysis, private code)
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Looking for Wasted Resources
• An understanding of jobs which terminate with status
“Unknown” in the Dashboard came from this exercise:
– At this site, jobs which run longer than 36h are
presumed to be stuck/hung/looping and are killed
– 2% of jobs were running to this 36h WC time limit
– In contrast: typical analysis jobs run ~40m
– Therefore, 2%*36h/(2%*36h+98%*40m)=52% of resources
were being wasted by 2% of the jobs in that period
• An analysis of the jobs revealed that:
– About 1/3 were stuck in the final StageOut of the
user files (not consuming CPU, just holding a slot)
– ~1/3 were just very long jobs (consuming CPU)
– ~1/3 were jobs which were caught in a loop, stuck
reading a particular data file, or otherwise
problematic
• These kinds of CPU/WC time limitations at sites are
common! (24h, 36h, 48h, etc.)
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Areas for Improvement
From these kinds of studies, the Task Force has
identified two main areas to consider improvements:
1. StageOut of user files
– Process hangs, or mis-reports error code
– Need a timeout, alternative solutions as in
the CMS Monte Carlo production system
2. Matching between CPU/WC time limitations at
sites and the CPU resources needs of CRAB jobs
– Many sites are not publishing limitations,
and they vary greatly by site
•

GluePolicyMaxWallClockTime

– Some sites have no effective limitations
and could conceivably waste all of their
resources if not monitored
– The CRAB application doesn’t yet match
resource requirements to site limits.
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User Analysis Survey
• The Task Force was also asked to conduct an
experiment-wide analysis USER SURVEY
• Questions on experience, expectations in using
CRAB, debugging problems, tutorials, etc.
• There were ~800 analysis users in 2008-2009
(users who submitted at least one job)
• 226 People filled out the survey conducted in
February and March 2009.
– Average level of experience doing analysis
in CMS was between 1-3 years
– Almost 90% of analysis users are using the
CRAB software (consistent with ~10% private
code, as we saw earlier)
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Survey: Current Practices
• About 50% of users reported submitting via the
CRAB Server (which takes care of the Grid
submission for the user), and 50% via the CRAB
client directly to the Grid.
– Of those who are not using CRAB Server, the
vast majority said they have not tried it
yet or are not familiar with it.
• Retrieval of user results:
– 44% StageOut to a Tier 2 or Tier 3 center
• Tier 2 centers are providing storage space
for user analysis results (/store/user
areas). Goal to move users to this method.
– 28% StageOut to CASTOR at CERN
– 28% return files back to the submission
machine (e.g. desktop)
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Survey: Current Practices
• When jobs fail, ~90% of users look to the
standard output and standard error log files
– Not many reported using the various monitoring
tools available (e.g. DashBoard) mostly
because they are unfamiliar with them.
– About half of users either browse or ask for
help in the CRABFeedback mailing list when
things go wrong.
• Of these, >80% reported getting helpful
feedback quickly from the mailing list.
– About half of users also simply resubmit the
jobs and investigate if they fail twice.
• Documentation and Education: 85% of users have
followed or read the CRAB tutorials
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Survey: Future Functionality
• 73% surveyed would use a Reference Site to
debug a job.
• 78% would use a tool that gave a snapshot of a
running job - Real-time Job Monitoring
• With newer features of the analysis
infrastructure (CRAB Server, DashBoard
developments), most users that are not using
them because of unfamiliarity with them.
– Underscores the importance of education and
documentation as new functionalities and
management are introduced into Analysis
Operations.
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Transition to Analysis Operations
Most of the technical requirements to do effective
Analysis Operations exist today or in the development
pipeline:
• Existing:
– DashBoard job monitoring and archiving
– An active community of experts for feedback
– Education and documentation for CRAB, CRAB Server
etc., tutorials and workbooks
• In the pipeline:
– Reference Sites for fast, detailed job debugging
– WM Core DashBoard Reporting for real-time job
monitoring:
• Job Monitor: Real-time access to user log
files for debugging purposes - needed to make
Analysis Ops efficient.
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Transition to Analysis Operations
Analysis Operations team can do more active
management, improve efficiency, and interface between
the various core activities - what an Analysis
Operations team might look like:
• Integration and Development - someone to interface
between Analysis Ops and the various stakeholders
in Analysis activities:
– Physics Analysis Groups
– CRAB and CRAB Server software developers
– PhEDEx (for data placement, consistency checks)
– Sites where analysis takes place
– Dashboard and other monitoring developers
– Education and documentation efforts
– Provide feedback to the developers and CMS
computing management on performance of the
analysis infrastructure
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Transition to Analysis Operations
The Analysis Operations Team (continued…)
• Dedicated people for pro-active job debugging and
user support; this is in addition to and in
coordination with the traditional mailing list based
support community:
– Tracking and documentation of problems (savannah,
twiki)
– 2-4 people in various time zones? Depends on
need.
• Metrics/Monitoring development person:
– Developing and reporting on various metrics to
understand the system as a whole and to identify
problem areas
– Coordinate with developers of monitoring software
• Reference site commissioning
• Data Set Consistency
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